PROMOTION REQUEST

DATE________________

PROMOTION REQUEST FOR (NAME): __________________________________________________________

(PLEASE PRINT)

COMPANY:_________________ RANK:_________________ CWID #: ________________________

IT IS REQUESTED THAT CADET __________________________________________________________

BE PROMOTED TO (Rank): _______________ DUTY POSITION: ________________________________

AND TRANSFERRED TO (If Applicable): ______________________________________________________

PROMOTION REQUESTED BY (NAME): ______________________________________________________

COMPANY _____________ RANK ___________ (SIGNATURE)

PROMOTION JUSTIFICATION:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________  

CADET ___________________________ IS ACADEMICALLY, PHYSICALLY, AND CONDUCT PROFICIENT

Approved □ Disapproved □ ___________________________ (SIGNATURE COMPANY COMMANDER)

Approved □ Disapproved □ ___________________________ (SIGNATURE BATTALION COMMANDER)

Approved □ Disapproved □ ___________________________ (SIGNATURE COMPANY TACTICAL OFFICER)

Approved □ Disapproved □ ___________________________ (SIGNATURE BATTALION TACTICAL OFFICER)

Approved □ Disapproved □ ___________________________ (SIGNATURE COMMAND SERGEANT MAJOR)
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